Abstract. The quotient of the Steenrod algebra obtained by killing all except one of the generators Sq2* is studied.
(ii) Z, = <**: a(k) < />.
In order to prove these theorems, it is useful to work in the dual A*. These results were noticed during the author's attempt to prove the Segal conjecture for Z2 X Z2 [2] . There the analogous results for Ar were used, where Ar is the subalgebra of A generated by Sq/ withy < 2r. All five results have analogues with the only changes being that: (i) a(k) is replaced by ßr(k), defined by ßr(a2r+i + b) = a + a(b) if 0 < b < 2r+l; (ii) in Theorem 2 we have /, < 2,+ l, and lj <lJ+x unless lJ+l = r + I, in which case l} < lj+l; and (iii) in Theorem 5, k < r, i + k and i + I are replaced by min(< + k, r) and min(/ + /, r), and o E 9'(k), the set of permutations of {0, . . ., k) which are increasing on {r -/',..., k] if r -i < k.
We begin by proving that xty'* is me vector space described in Theorem 5. 
., ek).
Suppose P is a polynomial in the (j, e)'s in H,^, ker R Sq*. We noted above that all t > i. Suppose j is minimal such that P has a monomial M containing (J, e,><y, e2> as a factor-Then O = P Sq*+ has a term containing <y -1, e,Xy" -1, e2>. The only way that this might be cancelled is if M = <y -1, e3Xy, e,><y, e2~}M' (and hence j > /'), and P also has a term <y -1, e,><y", e2><7, e3)M' but does not have (J -1, e2><y, e,><y, e3>M' as a term. Then P Sq* # 0. Therefore for ally > t and all monomials M in P, M has at most one factor with first component j.
Suppose P has a monomial M = <y + 1, e)A/' with no first components j. Then P Sq*+ contains a term which cannot be cancelled. Therefore the first components of any monomial of P form a string of consecutive integers, and if the smallest of these isy > i, then P Sq* ^ 0, so that the string must begin with /.
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If M = <y -1, e><y, e>A/' E P, then M Sq* = <y, e + 1>M', which cannot be cancelled. Therefore M cannot have consecutive second components equal. If M = </, e0> •••</ + k, ek} E P and t is the permutation which transposes / -1 and /, then consideration of Sq shows that P also contains </, e^o)) •••<» + &, eT(fc)>. Since all permutations a can be written as a product of such t, P must contain 5,(e0, . . . , e¿).
Both Theorems 5 and 3 follow from the observation that £%x Sq2' = í£ Sq* for all e, j, and m, and so the calculation of C\,,} ker Px Sq* ( = A,*) is the same as the above calculation of nj¥=i ker R Sq*. To prove this observation first note that £ = £,. Sq x Sq = (£, + |,_,)x Sq, from which |,x Sq = 2'm_0 £" follows by induction. Thus £2'x Sq = 2'm=0 £*, and the observation follows since |£| -|£*| is a 2-power if and only if m = i -1.
Proof of Theorem 4. (ii) If Sq"*7 = xk, then a(rc) < a(J). Therefore xk E L¡ implies a(k) < i. Suppose k is minimal with a(k) < i and x* £ L,. There exists j such that 2J+ ' G /c and 2/ £ Ac. Consideration of x*-* yields a contradiction. 
